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paste atid other perfumes over his body,  by ottering his
principal  mantra " Obeisance  to  the  god  Vasudeva"   (14).
Subsequent tot> that, a cloth  and the  preliminary  offering
(Argha) should be offered with the mantra of *'Ato Deva etc/*
and in the auspicious moment fixed for the occasion by the
astrologers, the image should be  placed  upon   the  pe.destal
simultaneously there with,  and the priest  should utter the
mantra which runs as "D&vasya to etc." (15).   The intelligent
priest should place the image on the pedestal by uttering the
following  roantra.    "Obeisance to the supreme being, who
though  one,  admits  of a threefold division as the Creator
(Evolver), the Preserver and the destroyer, and who fills the
three divisions of the  universe  known  as the Heaven, the
region of the mortals, and  the  nether regions,  and  who  is
almighty in these three domains;" and make it steady on the
same (16). The image should be washed with the composition
•called the P&nchagaby& (five substances  obtained  from  the
cow), in the  accompaniment of the  mantra   which runs as
"Dkrni>& djwk" etc, and the " Bishvataschaksu etc." respec-
tively ; and should be bathed with perfumed water subsequent
to that (17),    The god Hari should be worshipped with all his
appertenances as  forming one  whole.    The  universal sky
should be considered as his embodiment, or in other words his
image should be deemed as reflected in the infinite expanse of
the  heaven,   while ,the Earth should be reckoned as his foot-
stool (18).    His  body  should  be  imagined  as composed o£
firy particles (paramanu,  or t he  divisible parts  of an   atom
recently recognised  by the chemistry  of the west), and His
universal  spirit,   which  pervades -through   the   twenty   five
Mahat&nmatr& Bkttts (the  fundamental  components  of the.
universe  and of which the universe itself is but the exterior
aspect) should  be  invoked  in  the  image  in  the following
way (19).    I invoke the universal soul, who is alt  knowledge,
all consciousness, and all  gladness.   I invoke thee Infinite
consciousness   unaffected   by   the states of   waking, »nd
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